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CHAPTER I
FRENCH DRAMA OF THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY
The moribund condition of the classic drama in France
during the early decades of the nineteenth century was a fact
upon which most literary authorities of the period were agreed.
Indeed during the revolution that was then reaching its climax
in the domain of literature, no opinion was held with more
general unanimity than that classicism was doomed. The Roman-
ticists had chosen as their watchword, "Down with the Classi-
cists", and the first article in their creed was a right-about
face from anything and everything that bore a trace of the
classic tradition. Such efforts as were made by the Classicist
by way of resistance to the temper of the time, were too puny
6 *to be effective.
The general public acquiesced with comparatively little
grumbling in this wholesale casting off of the classic yoke,
except in the field of the drama. In this field the old tradi-
tions gave ground less readily before the new movement; here
the literary battles were most bitterly contested. It is not
surprising that the real struggle during the whole Romantic
movement had the theatre for its battle ground. Dramatists,
actors, and the theatre-going public are very likely to have a
conservative stripe in the matter of dramatic traditions and
customs. To this conservatism the playwright must cater if he
wishes to enjoy a vogue. He must get and tickle the ear of his
public if he desires popularity. Now whatever diverse eccentri
cities may be charged to our dramatists, it is safe to assume
that an itch for general approbation is common to most of them.
*Numbers correspond to bibliography numbers
•
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The dramatists and the authors assooiated with the literary-
upheaval of the period under consideration were no exceptions
in regard to this desire for popular approval, and hence it
was that the theatre was the last stronghold that the Romanti-
cists had to win and hold.
The outlines of the modern drama are easily recognizable
in the writings of Diderot hack in the 1760' s; his ideas, taken
up and revitalized later on by Mercier contained sufficient
6
ammunition for the commencement of hostilities in earnest. It
was, however, the sympathetic attention given to foreign authors
that stirred the long-smouldering fire into real flame. In the
second part of "De l'Allemagne" , Madame de Stael, a personality-
synonymous with Romanticism, comments at considerable length
upon the dramatic works of Goethe, Lessing and Schiller. The
delicacy and tact with which she suggests that her countrymen
might profit through the study of these German authors disarmed
effective criticism and tremendous impetus and direction were
given to the movement in France. Likewise, in 1814, Lladame
Necker de Saussure published the "Cour; de litte'rature drama-
tique" by Schlegel. According to Schlegel, our romantic theatre
must be the meeting place of all the dramatic genres; it must
show us nature and art; the heavenly and the terrestrial; the
serious and the grotesque; life and death. Schlegel also set
the style for the cult of Shakespeare, even to the point of
exalting his defects. Hugo, in his "William Shakespeare"
,
supplements this cult by presenting whatever bouquets Schlegel
may have forgotten. Llanzoni's letter, "Sur les unites", in
18£1, played loudly on the string of individual liberty, and
his ideas were the more kindly received for coming from a
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foreign pen.
This reenforcement from foreign lands was the impetus
that put vigorous motion into the already-moving tall of
Romanticism, ITow was brought into play every agenoy for the
dissemination of ideas and opinions. Countless pamphlets,
prefaces, and newspaper articles vied with one another in
administering the coup de grace to the classicist enemy already
in his death throes. "»7e can readily imagine that Victor Hugo
was not one to lose sight of the publicity value of the situ-
ation. The time was ripe for the appearance of some literary
effort that would be a symposium of current romantic creeds,
even though many of their articles were no longer new. In
1827 he wrote "Cromwell", and in the famous preface thereto he
boldly reared the new standard and exhorted his contemporaries
9
to rally to it.
Although Theophile Gautier, in his "Histoire de
Romantisme", hailed the preface as a sort of new literary Ten
Commandments, a close reading of it causes one to wonder that
it created such a stir. The ideas set forth had no just claim
to novelty; in the aggregate they formed a rehash of material
and opinions, some of which belonged to Diderot and had been
expressed some sixty-five years earlier. But they were given
with an assurance and a bluster worthy of an aggressive press-
agent and with an imperturbability very disquieting to any
critical opposition. The tyrannical unities of time, place
,
and action had long been under fire,, but it remained for Hugo
to give point to the oft-advanced arguments against classic
domination. He insisted upon the increasing of the action
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and demanded that the spectacular possibilities of the drama
be further exploited. He would have no local color that was
merely veneer; it must be ingrained in the very heart of the
structure. He was unequivocal in his pronouncement that
alexandrine verse be the medium of presentation, with the
gracious concession, however, that its stilts be cast aside
and that it tread the boards in flashier garb. In true Hugo-
esque manner he attached undue importance to the queer, the
bizarre, the grotesque; and finally, influenced by Chateaubriand,
he would have a beneficent and Christian atmosphere permeating
the entire action and ensuring the proper number of fortuitous
coincidences,
Hugo's own entrance into the dramatic field cannot by
any stretch of the imagination be termed a wholly successful
venture. His "Cromwell" was but a romance cast in a dramatic
mold and was too unwieldy for stage presentation. When his
"Hernani" was published, the classicist die-hards even went to
the extreme of seeking a royal injunction against its perfor-
mance. It did, however, have its premiere at the Theatre
Francais on February 25th 1850. The ten years following the
Revolution of July constitute the period of Hugo's dramatic
triumphs, such as they were. We find among others: "Marion
Delorme" (1831), "Le roi s'amuse" (1832), "Ruy Bias" (1838),
and "Les Burgraves" (1843). In these dramas a mastery of
versification is clearly evident and we find also an ingenious
marshalling of incidents of horror and of grandeur. We do not,
however, always find evidence of an acquaintance with those
indefinable tricks of the playwright, the absence of which
•
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renders success for the acted drama almost unattainable.
After some ten years of this type of drama the inevitable
reaction set in against it, and Hugo's writing for the stage
10
came to an end.
Another dramatist who was found in the very forefront
of the stage battle of the 1830's is the elder Alexandre Dumas.
Although he did not presume to set himself up as a rival of
Hugo in the matter of literary excellence, he was quite as
revolutionary in his treatment of dramatic subjects and he
possessed what Hugo sadly lacked - a real knowledge of stage
craft. Both his "Henri III et sa oour" (1829) and "Antony"
(1831) were enthusiastically received. His "Tour de Nesle"
(1832) is a historical drama that sacrifices everything to
stirring situations and reckless excitetment. Perhaps his
most extravagant play is "Zean" (1836), and his bestj "Made-
moiselle de Belle-Isle" (1839).
As literature, Dumas 1 dramas have but scanty value.
He was a born showman, however, and proved conclusively that
if a drama be presented interestingly enough, its shortcomings
in matters of style and propriety will have little or no
effect on the box-office receipts. 10
In Hugo and Dumas we have the two dominant figures of
the S'rench stage during the first part of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Other authors we find much in evidence, among whom are
Scribe and Musset, to be taken up later, but Hugo and Dumas
stand out preeminently during that period. V/e are constrained
to the conclusion, however, that they set no vogue that had
the quality of permanence; their chief occupation seems to have
*
(
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been one of destruction of dramatic tenets previously-
accepted. In their fury against everything pertaining to the
old order of things, the dramatists of the 1830' s and 1840 'a
exemplified the truth of the old adage that any kind of stick
will kill a dog so long as all that is desired is that the
dog be killed. So wide-spread was the destructive urge that
it was reasonably safe to try any innovation once. Dumas hit
upon the happy idea that dramas with historical backgrounds
and settings might catch and hold the French public. He
dived into the memoirs and chronicles that were handiest and
came up with an abundance of material in local color. His
contemporaries, jealous of his success, followed suit. Che
treatment of the material was not always artistic; rather do
we find an amateurish marshalling of episodes and dates with
great possibilities for wearisome confusion. It must be
borne in mind, however, that a public that had been reared
on dessicated historical narrative, could feel only gratitude
to the dramatists who could present a history lesson gar-
nished with hair-breadth escapes, dungeons, and secret pass-
ages. Hugo and Dumas with their dramas in verse and prose
respectively, Vigny with "Chatterton" and "La Marechale
d'Ancre", and Delavigne with his "Louis XI" were the leading
members of the contemporaneous faculty of history. Vftiile
conceding that Hugo and Dumas were the dominant figures during
this period, we must not forget the debt they owed to Beau-
marchais and Pixe'recourt . The former writing at the end of
the eighteenth century fixed the program for the modern
comedy, while the latter early in the nineteenth century was
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the master of heart-rending melodrama.
In oonformity with all revolutionary movements, the
partisans of romanticism sometimes overpraised it or mis-
praised it; and it certainly had no lack of those who ridi-
culed and derided it. While it has become fashionable to
refer to the period as one barren of literary merit, and
difficult though it is not to agree with Professor Waxman's
thesis in his "Antoine et le Theatre Libre" that pure
romantic drama died of "apoplexy brought on by anger against
13
the classicists"
,
this much we oan say: the romantic play-
wright so-called, raked up and disposed of the debris of
classicism and gave considerable point and direction to the
task started by Diderot, the task of preparing the stage for
the modern drama. Those who bear the brunt of a work of
transition have ever had an ill-requited and a thankless labor.
CHAPTER II
ROMANTICISM, REALISM, and NATURALISM.
Before entering upon a disoussion of Scribe and Musset
and of the two types of dramatic production that flowed from
them as from fountain heads, it seems pertinent to attempt a
definition of the literary movements that determined the
theatrical norm during the nineteenth century. Adequate
definition, ever an elusive affair, is' particularly difficult
in this instance, but it is possible to indicate certain facts
and tendencies concerning which the leading critics of the
period are in substantial agreement.
We owe the word "romantic" to that fusion of Latin
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spoken by the oommon people of Italy with the language spoken
by the northern barbarians who swooped down upon that country
centuries before Madame de Stael and Chateaubriand claimed
the attention of the literary world. This Romance speech
developed along various lines as it came into use in different
localities, and the highest point in its development was
reached in Provence. Here it became the chief medium of lit-
erary expression, particularly during the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. The adventures of knights engaged in deeds of
chivalry or religious devotion found expression through this
vernacular tongue and a distinguishing characteristic of its
literature is its fondness for that which is mysterious and
supernatural. Thus the name Romance while originally given to
the tongue in which the ballads and tales were written came
later on to indicate the peculiarities which characterized
them and were in clear contrast with those works written in
Latin and which bore the name classical. The classical models
and methods of expression were looked upon as yielding the
only correct standards during the eighteenth century and lit-
erary and artistic works that bore the stamp of the mediaeval
era were thought beneath the consideration of the intellectual
class*
With the closing of the eighteenth century, however, and
during the first few decades of the nineteenth^ decided change
can be noted throughout the entire temper and tendency of the
intellectual life of the period. The change was a veritable
revolution and no phase of artistic or literary endeavor was
free from its influence. This revolution came to be known as

the Romantic Movement. The tyrannical rule which had charted
the literary road and dictated the vehicle that the author
must use in traveling it, was at an end. The writer was
granted the freedom to express himself as he chose and the
dictatorship of the upper classes of society ceased to exist.
From the very outset the Romantic Movement gave unmistakable
evidence of its opposition to the intellectual conceptions
and the artistic and literary standards hitherto generally
accepted; particularly in France was this antagonism made
manifest. It was Goethe, however, who used the terms
"diseased" and "healthy" in commenting upon the difference
between the old and the new regimes, and it was Schlegel who
first made use of the terms classic and romantic to charact-
erize the opposition.
Inasmuch as Romanticism was in essence a wholesale re-
nouncing of Classicism and all its works, a partial answer
to the question, "What is Romanticism?", is found in the
consideration of the salient points of difference between the
two modes of expression. Critics are agreed that the dis-
tinguishing marks of a work in the classic mold are simplicity,
10
directness and nobility, and perfection in achievement.
There is no discord between the ideas expressed and the medium
used to convey them; there is no disconcerting suspicion that
the author has brought his work to a close with certain mental
reservations he is unable or unwilling to express. The artist
is wholly submerged in his work and since his personality is
not permitted expression the work is an impersonal and objective
affair. The rules of the game do not allow him to show us his
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own attitude toward the work and we are permitted no glimpse
of the emotional struggles he may have experienced.
The Romanticist, on the other hand, apostle of
individualism that he is, is incarnate with his work. He is fired
with no zeal to depict for us some abstract idea of beauty. It
is his own aspirations, yearnings, heartaches, in a word, his
own personality that he paints for us. His spirit is that of
the idealist; his tendencies are all away from the finite and
hence it is impossible for him to express himself by means of
an objective medium. Classicism then, is definite, objective,
and complete, while Romanticism always bears the stamp of sub-
jectivity plus a sense of incompleteness. The Romanticist deals
with the intangible mystery of spirit for which no objective
manner of expression is suited, he must have recourse to symbols
16
and vague suggestions.
The strong leanings of Romanticism toward the bizarre,
the strange, and the mysterious caused it to delve into the
past and explains its sympathetic attitude toward the mediaeval
period. Its keen delight in the heroic deeds of errant knights
and the weird exploits of chivalrous crusaders marked an interest
in humanity as such that is a distinguishing feature of Roman-
ticism,
For the very reason that Classicism concerned itself
with the business of giving precise and objective form to the
idea of beauty, it was possible to establish definite methods
of procedure; the inevitable result was an achievement of
formal and almost mechanical precision. Romanticism, having as
its goal the display of the inner and subjective, revolted
•
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against the tyranny of external rules and mechanical standards.
Man must be free to express himself as he chooses; indeed in
the words of Schlegel, "The will or caprice of the poet admits
16
no law above itself".
Why did the movement termed Romanticism experience
an eclipse during the middle of the nineteenth century? Just
as it is difficult to ascribe a definite starting point to the
movement, so is it hazardous to lay down categorical reasons
for its decline. To be sure the people who inhabit the con-
fines of Prance have always been known as being "desirous of
a change"; and although the movement had taken foothold in
many lands France had arrogated to herself the dictatorship of
the literary field, a leadership to which she was justly en-
titled, ilnother and perhaps stronger reason is that a perusal
of the names most prominently identified with the movement
discloses no great scholar in the fullest sense of that term.
The canons of good taste seem to have been unknown to most of
them; their imaginative faculties were as likely to be engaged
in concocting reviling epithets to throw at one another as in
castigating the classicists. They led a turbulent, destructive,
existence and finally achieved tolerable success in killing one
another off. With the exception of Musset, the so-called romant
dramatist ^expended their time and energy on exterior embellish-
ment with little or no thought for interior decoration, -hey
were concerned with the paint on the house rather than with
the character and passions of the occupant. But paint and
varnish yield readily to the ravages of time and weather, while
man's aspirations and emotions are perenially vigorous.
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Just as it ia possible to consider Romanticism as in
essence a revolt against Classicism, so may we be justified in
looking upon Healism and Naturalism as a many-sided reaction
against Romanticism. Although theorists who are given to hair-
splitting persist in placing Realism and Naturalism in different
pigeon-holes, sound scholars look upon the terms as practically
synonymous and treat Naturalism as an exaggerated form of
13
Realism,
As applied to literature in general and to dramatic com-
position in particular, a realistic author seeks to show us
characters, scenes, and things as they actually exist in real
life. Realism has no use for sentimental conventionality or
idealistic imaginative treatment. If the article under con-
sideration happens to be a spade, your realistic author so
designates it, "iVhile the term realistic may have a complimentary
connotation, during the greater part of the nineteenth century
the term is likely to imply details of an unpleasant, sordid,
or generally offensive nature. The term naturalism implies,
of course, a faithful representation of nature. Here, as else-
where, once the pendulum started to swing it went the whole
distance and some of the leading exponents of the movement re-
galed their audiences with experiences that might easily be
termed nasty. After the eclipse of Romanticism, Scribe, Dumas
fils, and Augier flooded the French stage with the so-called
realistic drama. Zola meanwhile had been meeting with little
or no success in his efforts to go the realists one step better,
and it was not until 1882 with the success of Henry Becque's
"Les Corbeaux", that the naturalists claimed the lion's share
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of dramatic popularity. Soon thereafter we find the stage
evolving into what is termed the "theatre rosse" and since
then the French stage has produced so many sorts of plays
that they are impossible of definite classification as
romantic, or realistic, or naturalistic. The passion of the
French for exact classification has led them into the habit
of placing a given author in a given school, determining the
school by the particular part of the century during which he
happened to do his work. It is one thing to define Romanticism
as a literary upheaval that took place during the first part
of the nineteenth century, but it is quite another to categor-
ically list an author as romantic because he happened to claim
attention during that period. Anyone who can read and is in
his right mind must concede that Realism is as old as literature
itself; if Diderot has no romantic stripes no author ever had;
Hugo shows us many traits more realistic than romantic, and
1
Zola himself is "but a naturalist bird with romantic feathers".
Instead then of cataloguing a playwright as romantic,
realist or naturalist, according as he attracted attention in
1830 or 1860 or 1890, it would appear more logical to consider
him as the exponent of a certain type of play. While the
number of so-called schools is large, the types produced by
them fall readily into two main classes. Rather than engage
in a dispute to determine whether a playwright is a romantic
with a realist coat cut on naturalist lines, we are more
likely to arrive somewhere by asking ourselves whether the
author's plan is founded on conventional lines or whether he
must be listed with those who affect the loosely-constructed
••
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play. Before considering this question it is proper to
devote some attention to the two men who were the respective
champions of those two types of the drama, Scribe and Musset.
CHAPTER III
SCRIBE AND LIUSSET
Eugene Scribe, son of a well-to-do merchant of the
middle class, would have become a lawyer had he followed the
wishes of his father. He was early attracted to the theatre,
however, and became one of the most prolific writers of his
time. Although he attracted attention during the period that
marked the great struggle between the classicists and the
romanticists, he succeeded in not being drawn into the fray.
An even-tempered, level-headed bourgeois, he steadfastly re-
fused to take sides with either camp and was tactful enough
to remain on friendly terms with both. It would be difficult
to find a writer who had more definite ideas concerning plays
and the manner of their presentation, and equally difficult
would it be to discover a playwright who advanced his theories
with such timid beating of drums and such conservative publicity.
His whole life, both in his work and in his everyday round of
activity was a model of orderly procedure. Never flying off
at the handle, always with both feet firmly on the ground, the
conventional ground of the comfortable, average citizen, he
had no taste for Hugo's method of introducing an innovation.
Equipped with a generous amount of plain common sense it was
easy for him to conclude that revolutions in the dramatic field,
as elsewhere, are likely to be the more permanent in proportion
•
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a3 they come to pass with less fuss and fulmination. He was
astute enough also to enlist the patronage of the Duchess
of Berry and thereby make certain the sympathetic attention
of the nobility although his plays were written primarily for
the delectation of his own social stratum,
./hile it is true that a theatrical manager of to-day
would starve in an attempt to make Scribe live again, there is
no question that his is the big name in French drama during
the half century that ended about 1862. He was particularly
generous in praise of his contemporaries and disciples al-
though many of them seldom lost an opportunity to belittle
him. He had none of the artist's naive disregard of the
practical side of the theatrical business and innovated many
reforms to the end that the maaii who wrote a play might be
assured a fair share of the box-office receipts. To him play-
writing was a business like any other business and should
be conducted on principles that appeal to the head rather
than to the heart; it was this prosaic business attitude
that brought down upon Scribe the fiery cast igat ions of Zola,
the man responsible more than any other, perhaps, for Scribe's
ultimate fading from the dramatic picture,
..e have seen the kind of man Scribe was by nature
and temperament: the practical bourgeois with money in the
bank and with both eyes always fixed on the main chance. The
premier composer of the bourgeois comedy for fully a quarter of
a century following the decline of pure Romanticism, Scribe
lacked the chief characteristics that spell Uoliere's enduring
fame. Scribe was no deep thinker, he was not concerned
•
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with the exposition of a moral program, and his ability in
the art of writing was negligible. He told his friend
Legouve that while writing a ooraedy he sat, in spirit, in the
orchestra. He wrote down to his audience; he made it collabor-
ator with him and very naturally the audience was not loathe
to pay lavish tribute to a play it had had a hand in producing.
That method of procedure means popularity for a time, but
shallowness of thought and above all absence of that indefinable
thing called style in writing, are likely to make ultimate
oblivion reasonably sure. Let us consider the main factors
that gave Scribe the great vogue he undoubtedly enjoyed.
Parisian born. Scribe never ceased to be Parisian,
heart and soul. No one knew better than he the whims, the
aspirations, the mental state of the Parisian bourgeois. The
temper of the time was exactly suited to the dramatic pabulum
Scribe had to offer. First attracting attention during the
period that witnessed the closing of the Napoleonic wars, he
was the beneficiary of the reactionary inertia of the time.
People were quite content to enjoy a dramatic presentation
wherein marriage, love and money were the moving factors
proceeding in orderly fashion and making no excessive demands
upon the thinking process. Things happened as one would
expect them to happen in most well-regulated households, and
the detail of faulty or bad writing was lost sight of because
a pleasant evening was had by all concerned. Scribe was a
clever enough politician to keep from antagonizing either
the Bonapartists or the Royalists; indeed he was the chief
political mugwump among the writers of the period.
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He was a master in the business of stage mechanics.
Scenes follow one another in orderly and logical sequence;
the entire action and denouement are respectively as method-
ical and predictable as the daily round of affairs in his own
well-ordered life; when occasion permitted he was not without
wit. His skill in adapting means to ends was of such high
order as to be conceded by even his bitterest detractors, and
he had a veritable flair for situations that promised a beaten
path to the box-office. He was without a peer in the art of
whetting curiosity and keeping suspense at a high pitch.
The smug conservatism that attended the accession of
royalty to power in 1850 brought Scribe fame and dollars.
Then it was that his dramatic theories and their treatment
met with the widest approval, and with customary practicality
he made all the hay he could while the sun shone, .'.ith the
passing of the monarchy and its attendant bourgeois society
dating from 1848 his never- failing common sense served notice
upon him that he too had had his day and must now step aside
in favor of the newcomers who were pounding at the theatrical
gates. Alone or in collaboration he had produced upwards of
four hundred compositions for stage presentation . He had fixed
the norm for the conventional, well-made play, and his young
disciples were ready to exploit the dramatic domain he had
staked out and made productive.
11
The certainty that pitfalls lie in the path of the
dramatio critic who persists in cataloguing an author as be-
longing to this or that school according as he reached
popularity in any given period, is made manifest in the case of
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Alfred de Liusset. Here we have a dramatist whose theories
are as far removed from those of Scribe as day is from night;
an author to whom stage technique means absolutely nothing;
a writer who came into his own at a time when most romantic
drama lay undisturbed under decades of dust. There is as much
logio in placing Scribe and Musset in the same category as
there would be in the claim -that the first railway engine and
the latest aeroplane are similar methods of transportation.
Although Musset was associated when but a youth
with Hugo and the romantic group, little or no impression
was made upon him by the contact. Indeed there seems to be no
pigeon-hole into which he can be placed unless it be in the
one marked "Musset". It is idle to conjecture what Musset 1 s
contribution to poetry and drama might have been had his love
affair with George Sand been attended with smoother sailing,
but it is certain that this great catastrophe in his life made
him unable or unwilling to pursue any remunerative employment.
A suitable portfolio in the French embassy at Madrid held no
attraction for him and he steadfastly declined to write for
pay. One cannot resist the temptation to conjecture how Scribe
would have handled similar prospects.
*7e are at present concerned solely with Musset 'a
contribution to the field of the drama. As stated above he is
in a niche apart. Unlike his contemporaries he was wholly
13indifferent to the bravos of the theatre-going public.
Smarting under the first rebuff he ceased to write for stage
presentation and devoted himself to plays that were to be
read not acted. Here again we see how far removed he was from
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Soribe; to Musset the stage was the merest avocation; to
Scribe it was a tyrannical life-work that permitted no time-
wasting hobbies.
Many of Husset's plays did not see the footlights until
years after they were written. So unconventional and loosely
thrown together are they that their adaptability to the stage
was not dreamed of at first. .Ve are indebted to the enter-
prise of a French actress, Madame Allan-Despreaux for literally
forcing Musset upon the attention of the French theatre public.
During a sojourn in St. Petersburg she had seen Musset' s, "Un
Caprice", and was profoundly impressed by the effect its
dramatic charm produced upon the Russian audience. This
occurred in 1847, almost coincident with Scribe's decline.
Since that time theatrical managers have been eager to bring
Musset to the footlights with the result that to-day no name
13
save Moliere's takes precedence over his with the theatre public.
He did not hesitate to seek an inspiration or a model
from whatever source his fancy dictated and in making the ad-
mission to his carping critics he justified his actions with
the statement that seeking guidance from acknowledged masters
is a natural procedure for authors in their twenties. It
would be wrong, however, to accuse Musset of being a mere
imitator or translator. Nothing is farther from the truth.
Indeed no one but himself could have written what came from his
pen for the reason that his work was a constant reflection of
his own personality. Life he shows us, but life as he himself
has lived it, not as he has observed it. He commands our
admiration through the flawlessness of his style and our love
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through the sincerity with whioh he pictures his own heart.
He soars through the higher realms of dramatic imagination,
majestically oblivious of conventions and rules, and is the
perfect type of that charming combination - wit, satire and
lack of restraint. It must be noted, however, that with
Musset this lack of restraint did not degenerate into vulgarity;
11
his is the esprit francais rather than the esprit gaulois.
We see then, that by no imaginative stretch can Musset
be tagged as belonging to this or that school. No exigencies
of practical necessity, no conventional dictates, no tyrann-
ical traditions restrain his freedom of action. There is an
element of the unreal and dream-like both in his stage-settings
and actions; an intangible atmosphere, however, that plays
a definite role in real life and which is no inconsiderable
factor in Mussels originality and charm. His dialogue is
clear-cut and sparkling with wit, his style has a classic
purity unsurpassed in his time or since. His whole inspiration
is fundamentally lyric and his delicate portrayals of the
various plases of sensibility through which he himself passed
proclaim him a romantic individualist of the first rank. The
whole range of iVenoh literature furnishes no more striking
evidence that something can be made from nothing when a con-
summate artist is the guiding genius. 11 LIusset was deafened
by the plaudits given the dramatic productions of his con-
temporaries, productions that were resonant with action and
steeped in intrigue; were he alive to-day he would find those
plaudits stilled and forgotten and would see his own compositions
by the sheer force of their beauty and charm bringing delight
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to "both theatre-goer and reader and spelling despair to
authors seeking admission to the drama's hall of fame.
CHAPTER IV
THE 7/ELL-MADE AND THE LOOSELY CONSTRUCTED PLAY
The recipe for the well-made play as Scribe conceived it,
and the one that was generally accepted as standard by his
disciples may be summed up as follows: start proceedings with
a lively bit of exposition; fill in the next three acts with
various turns of fortune's wheel leading up to a spectacular
scene in the fourth act that brings all the characters to-
gether; let the audience sit back in relief during a last act
in which vice and virtue receive their well-merited rewards.
V/e need look for no deep inquiry into or analysis of passions,
nor expeot any intricate character portrayal, for they exist
but rarely in the well-made play. We are given an arresting
situation or humorous episode and are led through a series of
resulting events that come to pass with the logic of a math-
15
ematical formula and admit of but one conclusion.
"Bertrand et Raton" (1833) is a political comedy that
Scribe produced when he was at the zenith of his fame. One
reason for its claim upo£ our attention is that the political
comedy was but rarely written in France, the public finding
only scant relish in the disturbance of its sympathies or
aversions. Close upon the heels of the Revolution of July,
miniature replicas of the current riots appeared upon the
stage, but with an influence that died with the dropping of the
curtain. Scribe, believing that the public was becoming
*
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resigned to the riot as a permanent institution, attacked it
with the weapon of ridicule. Although the political sentiment
of the time was sharply divided, Scribe , as usual, had no
desire to offend anyone "but rather wished to say a word of
wisdom in an entertaining way. Bertrand is a slick-t ongued
political sharper who manipulates all situations to his own
profit. His dupe Raton, a dry goods merchant lured on like M.
Jourdain through hopes of political preferment, although
warned "by his good wife, furnishes the financial backing for a
small revolution and ultimately finds himself with pockets
inside out and laughed at for his political pretensions. The
play is noteworthy principally because it is one of the rare
occasions on which Scribe made a studied effort at the portrayal
of character, that of Bertrand.
"Le Verre d'eau (1840), is a logical result of a
theory firmly held by Scribe that chance plays no minor role
in the game of life. In this play we see how the upsetting of
a glass of water led to the fall of a prime minister. In-
cidentally, Voltaire's "Siecle de Louis XIV" furnished him with
the idea* A rather tedious history lesson constitutes the first
act, and we are enlightened, not always with meticulous regard
for historical fact, on the general state of Europe, particularly
of France and England during the reign of Queen Anne. The
French representative, Marquis of Torcy, with proposals of peace
in his pocket, is trying vainly to secure a royal audience. The
fact that the entire exposition is given through the medium of
a conversation between the wily Bolingbroke and Lt. Masham and
Miss Abigail Churchill, a pretty shop-keeper and cousin of the
Duke of Marlborough, indicates Scribe's abiding faith in the
•
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patience of his audience. The historical exposition terminates
in a sharp verbal encounter between Bolingbroke and the
Duchess of Marlborough, leaders of the opposing factions. Bol-
ingbroke, through his formidable newspaper airs Miss Abigail's
private life and in retaliation the Duchess of Marlborough
flaunts documentary evidence of Bolingbroke 1 s financial straits
There suddenly developes a mysterious passion on the part of
both Duchess and Queen for the young officer. Ignorant of the
source of his good fortune, he is showered with gifts and
advances in his profession through the influence of the Duchess
Simultaneously he is visited with favor by the Queen, and of
course has the love of Abigail also. Abigail, who runs a
jewelry shop recognizes the jewels that Lb. Masham' s mysterious
admirer has sent him as having been purchased by the Duchess.
Bolingbroke learns the secret and makes telling use of it by
blackmailing the Duchess with the threat of making an expose
to the Duke and to Parliament. The entrance of Abigail into
the Queen's service is the price of Bolingbroke 1 s silence.
Through Abigail, who becomes the Queen's confidant, Bolingbroke
senses the Queen's secret passion for Masham. He now has all
the factors necessary to start a real conflagration and he fans
the jealousy of both Duchess and Queen, unconscious rivals.
15
Through the incident of a request for a glass of water, which
is ultimately spilled in the Queen's lap by the Duchess, the
rivals for Masham' s affections become known to each other and
the explosion occurs. Marlborough's star sets, Bolingbroke
is made minister and peace settles upon Europe - all through
a glass of water.
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In his play wUne Chaine" (1841) Soribe shows us an
attractive young society matron, Louise de Saint-Geran, lending
her interest and influence to a struggling young dramatic
author, Emmeric d' Alb ret. An indifferent husband, many years
her senior, facilitates her interest in the young artist.
Emmeric comes into fame and Louise becomes enamored first of
his work and then of himself. His gratitude for her help makes
response to her affection an easy matter but he is held in
check by a sincere love of long standing for his cousin Aline
and also by the fact that his father and Li. Saint -Geran have
been friends for years. Louise who has been shamefully treated
by her husband gives herself without reserve to her young lover.
He, however, soon realizes that his passion is one of infat-
uation only and makes it clear that his real love is for Aline.
The distracted Louise now touches the depths of despair and
jealousy. Emmeric is overcome with her mad passion and pre-
pares to run away with her and save her from her enraged hus-
band. She finally pulls herself together, however, and
leaves for Martinique where her husband has been summoned on
business. In "Une Chaine Scribe gives full play to his great
15
gift for dramatic sleight of hand.
Although the name of Jules Sandeau appears v/ith that
of Emile Augier on the title page of "Le Gendre de M. Poirier"
(1854), Sandeau 1 s contribution cannot be considered as going
beyond the general scheme of the dramatic situation. The
entire work bears the stamp of Augier' s genius and is regarded
as one of his masterpieces. The play is a fine type of the
comedy of manners. A rich retired merchant, LI. Poirier, has
•
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pretensions to the peerage. To aid his social and politioal
ambitions he agrees to pay the debts of Gaston de Presles
provided that that young nobleman take his daughter Antoinette
in marriage, Poirier is so obsessed with the power of money
that he is blind to the fact that his daughter's happiness
cannot be ensured in that manner. The real action begins with
the introduction of Gaston's creditors. II. Poirier employs
some of the shrewdness by which he amassed his fortune to
haggle down the amount Gaston owes and forces a compromise which
the nobleman refuses to accept. The decided strain of idealism
in Antoinette causes her to sympathize with Gaston's point of
view rather than with the hard-fisted shrewdness of her father.
Poirier* s business pride is wounded in what seems to him a
lavish waste of money and his affection for his daughter suffers
at what he looks upon as treason to the family tradition. He
decides to force his son-in-law to go to work and he reassumes
the management of his household according to his own tastes.
Meanwhile Gaston has become involved with a lady as a pastime
and carries his relations with her to the point that requires
a duel. Poirier learns of this by the simple method of opening
Gaston's mail and informs Antoinette. The impending duel
drives her frantio because she really loves Gaston. Two medi-
ators, Due de Montmeyran and Verdelet, who is Poirier' s ad-
viser and Antoinette's friend, use the situation to effect a
reconciliation between husband and wife. Gaston abandons the
duel for Antoinette's sake but she refuses to be outdone in
the matter of generous impulse and begs him go and defend his
honor. The closing deals with the withdrawal of his adversary
#
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from the duel and Gaston's return to his ancestral chateau
through Verdelet's generosity. He settles down and becomes
a model husband; Antoinette has both love and high position;
the Duke and Verdelet iron out their own differences; L.
Poirier alone remains nearly unchanged, considerably confused,
and not wholly weaned away from his doctrine of the power of
4
money.
In contrast with Scribe, Augier's strength here is not
so much in his plot as in his portrayal of character. Through
the five distinct types represented by the leading characters
he points out the good and bad influences of wealth and of
birth, the conflict between money and honor, and the rivalry
of the nobility and the bourgeoisie.
Augier's maturer work shows him drawing his characters
more and more from real life, a fact which probably explains
his occasional appearance on the stage to-day. He is lacking
in imaginative qualities and he has no sense of the mysterious;
he has, however, a kindly humor, a gift of satire, and a keen
instinct for the creation of character.
Another dramatist who belongs in the galaxy headed by
Scribe and whose range takes him from romanticism in "La Dame
aux Camelias" (185E), to plain realism in "Franc illon" (1887),
is Alexandre Dumas fils. Although first appearing as a novel-
ist the astounding success of his dramatic version of "La
Dame aux Camelias" convinced him that the stage was his voca-
tion. He inherited a lively imagination and biting wit from
his father. His constant preoccupation, due perhaps to the
irregular circumstances connected with his birth, was harping
••
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upon social and moral questions. He had a great fondness
for depicting characters who belonged just outside the pale
of "good" society, and he set the vogue for the thesis play.
In his "La Dame aux Camelias", he shows us a fallen woman
whose regeneration is "brought about through pure love, her
readiness to sacrifice herself for her lover's benefit, and
the inexorable justice which forces her to settle in full
for her past misdeeds.
Dumas is a visionary moralist who attributes the
breaking down of the social order to irregularities in the
home and who is obsessed with the desire to rehabilitate the
family on the firm basis of love and fair dealing. He pleads
forcefully in support of patriotism, marital fidelity, and
duty to God, and he attacks adultery, infanticide, and social
corruption of whatever sort. His theses are often advanced
with stern preaching which is sometimes carried very near to
the point of ruining the play as a dramatic entertainment.
He gives evidence of his debt to Scribe by insisting upon the
logical sequence of the action and by attaching great import-
and to the denouement. His dialogue sparkles with wit and
he is not lacking in tense dramatic situations, but his great
concern in getting his text home to his audience often des-
15
trpys the realistic value of his plays.
Victorien Sardou (1831-1908) met with considerable
favor for a time because of his wit, his fertility of in-
vention, and his remarkable skill in stage technique.
Edouard Pailleron (1834-1899) scored a signal success
with a witty satire on the academic salon with his "Le Monde
f
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ou l'on s'ennuie" (1881). Eugene Labiche, best known for
his wle Voyage de M.Perrichon" (1869), gave us many plays
in which a fund of common sense underlies superficial gayety.
These dramatists were the leading exponents of the well-
made play as we find it in the nineteenth century. Scribe was
clearly the patron saint and model of the group. To him must
be given a large portion of the credit for the popularity they
once enjoyed. In strict justice he must likewise be charged
for much of the near oblivion under which his disciples lie
buried.
'.7e are indebted to Dumas fils for the terms loosely-
constructed and well-made as ajrplied to the drama. Ke re-
fused to abide by the general praotice of cataloguing plays
as belong to this or to that school, and boldly declared that
15
& play was either "bien faite" or "mal faite". He conceived
the playwright's art as one wherein theories and beliefs were
logically presented and explained, and the dramatist who fell
short of this achievement was no true dramatist. The ideal
dramatist to Dumas would be the one who combined Balzac's in-
sight into the human heart with Scribe's mastery of technique.
Accepting Dumas' definition of the characteristics
that prove a play well-made, it is not difficult to select
Musset as the father of the diametrically opposite type of
drama. Musset was either unwilling or unable to explain any-
thing in the sense that Dumas uses the word, and, as already
stated, his concern about dramatic technique was nil. His
dramas have an originality that frustrates all attempts to
list him in any school save his own, and though he met with
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initial rebuffs he pointed the way that led to the ultimate
acceptance of the loosely-made play, an acceptance attended
with no little grumbling.
I.lusset's "Les Caprices de Marianne" was published in
1833 but was not played until 1851, The very religious and
"beautiful Marianne, while on her way to Mass, is informed that
Coelio, a handsome young nobleman, is madly in love with her.
At first she is indignant and threatens to inform her husband
of the affair. The idea of this new love for her takes firm
root, however, and she finds herself becoming enamored, not
of the worthy young Coelio but of a shiftless cousin Octave,
Coelio' s messenger and advocate. Marianne's advances to
Octave arouse the wrath of her husband Claudio who threatens
her with dire punishment. Boiling with righteous indignation
she creates a scene, smashes some of the furniture, and throws
defiance at her husband by summoning Octave. Meanwhile, love-
sick Coelio is awaiting the return of his messenger to learn
how his suit is faring, and while conversing with his mother
Hermia, during his agonizing suspense, he learns that she had
formerly, under similar circumstances, married her suitor's
messenger rather than the real suitor, and that her real lover
had killed himself in a fit of despondency. History repeats
itself, and the cynical, irresponsible Octave, after a touching
eulogy over Coelio 1 s tomb, informs Marianne that it was Coelio
and not he that loved her.
In this play Musset took astounding liberties with
the sacred unities of time and place; he mingled all types of
dramatic genres and gave us a medley of contrasting characters
and passions. It was all done, however, with such charm of
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style end such imaginative flights that criticism was lost
in admiration.
11
In "Les Caprices de Marianne" we see Musset himself,
now as the brilliant, carefree libertine Octave, and now as the
shy and sensitive Coelio. We find Musset again as Fantasio in
a drama by that name. Nowhere does he show us more of his
personality: the typical enfant du siecle, weary of everything,
inexpressibly depressed for no apparent reason, but unwilling
to commit suicide because of the effort involved and the feel-
ing that the process would lead nowhere and thus not help matters
any. It is difficult to repress the thought that had some of
those sad young men been shaken by the scruff of the neck and
put to work their lives might have assumed some meaning; but
the delightful charm with which they gave expression to their
overpowering ennui forces us to take them to our hearts and
condone their eccentricities as readily as we overlook the
vagaries of precocious children.
The death of the court jester makes an opening for
Sfcntasio in the household of the King of Bavaria. The roman-
tic little princess Elsbeth, for the welfare of the kingdom,
is about to sacrifice herself to the ridiculous prince of
Mantua. Fantasio, exercising his prerogatives as court fool,
tells her that her sacrifice of love to duty is little short
of a sacrilege; that peace and war are as nothing compared to
her tears. The prince of Mantua, a ninny with a crown, adopts
the time-worn method of getting disinterested information by
exchanging characters with his aid-de-camp, Marinoni. He
hears things about himself, incidentally, that give him doubt
as to the wisdom of this method of collecting news. Fantasio
•
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brings matters to a climax by a prank during which the
prince's wig is fished from his empty head. The proposed
marriage is "broken off, Elsbeth is made happy, and Pantasio
is given a small fortune and the keys to Elsbeth 1 s garden,
a sure asylum from aggressive creditors. Pantasio, like all
Musset's heroes, is Musset himself, devoid of any semblance
of will power, the plaything of any capricious wind that blows.
The superlative degree of Musset's dramatic instinct
is exemplified by his ability to take mere common sayings,
"11 ne faut jurer de rien", and "II faut qu'une porte soit
ouverte ou fermee", and develop them into dramatic master-
pieces unique for delicate charm and ingenious adaptation of
11
story to moral. He is the outstanding example of native
genius brought to perfection through its own momentum;
literature's shining exhibit of the reversal of the customary
percentages of inspiration and perspiration.
The highway of the free drama outlined by Musset was
more clearly defined by the erection of four unmistakable
landmarks between the years 1865 and 1873. In "Henrietta
Marechal" (1865), Edmond de Goncourt gives us a fundamentally
8
romantic melodrama, but seasons it with sufficient other
ingredients and writes it so well that it is with justice
looked upon as the first effective gesture since Musset of
casting aside the restraining shackles of the well-made play.
A gay young swain, still in his teens, attends a masked ball
and falls violently in love with a fair and forty year old
married woman. He manages to get into a duel with another of
the lady's admirers and a fortuitous circumstance brings him,
sorely wounded, into the home of his unknown lady love. A
•
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daughter. Henrietta, tries her wiles upon him but in vain*
Henrietta 1 s father grows suspicious of the relations "between
his wife and young Paul and lays a trap for them, Henriette,
who has guessed her mothers secret, is the victim of her
father's bullet in her desire to shield her mother's honor.
In 1870 Villiers de 1' Isle-Adam produced "La Revolte",
a satirical stab at the current materialism. In "La Revolte"
we find a wife who because of her esthetic sensibilities can-
not endure her husband's materialistic make-up and like Ibsen's
Nora, who appeared nine years later, decides to leave him and
her child. Unlike Nora, however, she cannot go through with
her design and returns home, "La Revolte" is a long one-act
play whose dramatic simplicity and poetic imagination make it
13
the best example of the free drama between Musset and Becque.
"L'Arle'sienne" by Alphonse Daudet appeared in 1872,
Although it met with dismal failure when first presented its
present popularity is unquestioned. It is a story of the havoc
wrought in the life of a young swain of Provencal by a heart-
less no-account young minx from Aries, The play is original
in that the young^who gives it its name never appears, and in
the introduction of country songs and dances. There is no
question that Bizet's incidental music played an important
part in bringing "LArle'sienne" into popular favor. Its ex-
tremely poetic conception and originality of form give it a
13
clear title to prominence in the free drama.
The fourth landmark on the road we are traversing
is found in the form of "Therese Raquin" (1873) by Zola. Zola
had thundered vociferously against the well-made play but
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"Therese Baquin" abounds in earmarks of the type of drama
Zola derided. Therese incites her simple-minded lover to
drown her husband in the Seine, The consoious-stricken pair
are unable to find enjoyment in the liberty they have thus
secured, and the torturing accusations of the victim's
paralytic mother finally drive them to suicide. It is a
gruesome affair throughout with no alleviation of tension.
Even the victims arouse no feeling of compassion, Zola's
merciless and dispassionate dissection of temperaments and
brutal examinations of live bodies after the manner of sur-
gical autopsies give him an originality not always compli-
mentary, but these characteristics, apparent in "Therese
Raquin" allow us to include in the list of free dramas an
13
otherwise conventional play.
Aided and abetted by Antoine and his Theatre-Libre,
the free drama touches it high-water mark in the person of
Henry Becque (1832-1899). He poked fun at both Zola and
Brunt iere, claiming that the former wrote "magnificent
programmes and wretched dramatic works", and giving no atten-
tion to the latter 1 s famous law of the struggle of wills
except to ridicule it. It was his contention that no general-
ization could embrace all the varieties of plays and he him-
self ranged from an opera libretto to a tragic satire. Two
of his best known plays are "Les Corbeaux" (1882), and"La
13
Parisienne" (1885), both of which are still played.
"Les Corbeaux" was five years in finding a playhouse
willing to put it on but it finally secured its chanoe at the
Comedie-Francaise in 1882. It was not warmly received but the
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leading critics immediately stamped its author as an original
dramatist. He had carried to further development the work
of Villiers de 1* Isle-Adam and scored a signal triumph for the
free type of play. Vigneron, the father whose sudden death
brings in the "Corbeaux" or vultures, had been fawned upon by
them during his flays of prosperity. The news of Vigneron'
a
untimely death is delivered during the betrothal ceremonies
of one of the daughters, Blanche. His affairs are found to
be entangled in hopeless confusion and those who had before
professed great friendship for the family suddenly become
its merciless foes. Blanche, about to become a mother, is
deserted by her prospective husband, Georges, and goes insane.
A second daughter, Judith, who had been cajoled by her music
teacher into the belief that she had talent, is laughed at
when she suggests she might help the family by giving music
lessons; an architect who had waxed fat on commissions from
Vigneron threatens suit against the estate. Vigneron*
s
widow is victimized by an old rascal Tessier, her late husband 1
partner, who performs his vulture role by dishonorable pro-
posals to a third daughter, Marie. She, however, spurns him,
and the old sinner, impressed by her shrewdness finally pro-
poses marriage to her. She consents in order to save her
family from utter ruin. It is all a very sordid mess, but it
somewhat relieved by the compassion aroused at the touching
way in which the mother, daughters and a faithful old servant
present a common front to the vultures in the one-sided
struggle. Becque's experience of many years at the Bourse
forced him to the belief that there was very little that men
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would not stoop to for money, and he grew to despise wealth
13
and the compromises it often entailed.
"La Parisienne" (1885), is a satire on the over-worked
menage a trois and shows Becque at the highest point of his
artistry. It deals with a household in whioh husband, wife
and lover live in most peaceful accord. Indeed the only
discordant notes are those raised by the wife and her lover.
In a clever scene at the outset we find Clotilde, the wife,
and Lafont, the lover, bickering in truly conjugal fashion
and it is only when Clotilde says, "look out, here comes
my husband", that we are apprised of the real situation. The
husband, Du Mesnil, appears to be blissfully ignorant of the
actual state of affairs and throughout the play we receive
no assurance as to whether his ignorance is real or pretended.
He is well-housed and carefully looked after and is satisfied
to let Lafont be the butt of his wife's petty bickering.
iThen the wife and lover fall out it is Du Mesnil who mourns
his loss.
Becque is a master in depicting the commonplace and
although he often uses plots that might be acceptable to the
conventional dramatist, he subordinates stage mechanics to the
painting of manners and character. He has no use for pre-
dicatory railing or the one-hundred percenter's flag-waving;
he holds us by his well-modulated exposition of the truth
as he sees it.
The most powerful agency in the development of the
free drama in France during the closing years of the nine-
teenth century was the Theatre-Libre. Through the efforts
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of its guiding genius, M. Antoine, there arose an insti-
tution dedicated to the task of tearing away the last shred
of conventionality from the stage and to serving up the plain,
unvarnished truth divested of any semblance of extenuating
circumstances. Raw "slices of life" and hard-boiled studies
in nature that were refused entree elsewhere were welcome at
the Theatre-Libre . Although its excesses contributed in
making its career comparatively short, it was a veritable
13
haven for struggling young dramatists. It gave full
opportunity for telling "the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth", with no restraints in the form of
concessions to the sensibilities of the audience or to
dramatic technique. It demonstrated the powerful effects
possible with stage settings realistic to the last degree,
and it earned the warm gratitude of all dramatists v/hose
dearest ambition was to depict actual life devoid of any
10
studied theatrical effects.
SUMMARY
The leading French dramatists of the first half of
the nineteenth century succeeded in dealing out telling blows
against Classicism and all its works rather than in leaving
any great dramatic masterpiece to posterity. Victor Hugo
and the elder Dumas are the two men who contributed most to
the advancement of the Romantic Movement insofar as it per-
tained to the theatre during the early nineteenth century.
A comparison of the definitions of Romanticism,
Realism, and Naturalism gives rise to the belief that it is
usually hazardous to classify a dramatic author as romantic
•
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or realist, or naturalist because of the varying degrees of
all of those terms that oan "be detected in most dramatic
writers. A more logical classification seems to result from
the application of the following rule: is the author one who
affects the well-made or conventional play or does he dis-
regard dramatic rules and conventions and produce what is
known as "free 11 drama?
The two men who are clearly entitled to be known as
the originators of the two types of plays, the well-made and
the loosely-constructed play, are Scribe and Musset. Scribe
had a veritable genius and passion for stage technique, and he
an 4 his disciples were concerned more with stage-setting,
action and denouement than with the analysis of passion or
detailed character portrayal. Musset, the patron saint of
the free dramatists, wrote with an absolute disregard for the
tricks of stagecraft. He often took a subject of no intrinsic
weight or merit and developed it with such delicate grace and
charm that a masterpiece resulted. The flawlessness of his
style and the sincerity of his portrayal of his own emotions
have kept him alive on the stage and to-day only Moliere
precedes him in point of popular favor.
The high-water mark in the field of the free drama
is reached in the person of Henry Becque. V»rith the aid of the
Theatre-Libre and its guiding genius, il. Antoine, Becque made
clear the possibilities of the free drama in the hands of a
ma st e r
•
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(Read entire book)
6.. Doumic, Rene'
Histoire de la Litterature Francaise
Paris
Libraire Classique Delaplane
Paul Mellottee, editeur
(Read Ch. 39)
7.. Dumas, Alexandre fils
Theatre Complet
Paris
Calmann-Levy
(Read Vols. 1 and 7)
8.. de Goncourt, Edmond et Jules
Theatre
Paris
Bibliotheque Charpentier
(Read Henriette Marechal)
•
-39-
9,, Hugo, Victor
"Preface du Cromwell"
Edited by Edmond Wahl
Oxford-Clarendon Press
1916
(Head all)
10., Lanson, Gustave
Histoire de la litterature franoaise
Paris
Librairie Haohette et Cie
1906
(Book II Ch.2 and 4, book III Ch. 4, book IV Ch.l)
11. • Lenient, Charles Felix
La Com^die en France au XIX6 siecle
Paris
Librairie Hachette et Cie
1898
(Studied Ch, on Scribe and Musset
)
12.. Saint sbury, George
A Short History of French Literature
Oxford-Clarendon Press
1917
(Book V Ch. 2 and 4)
13.. Waxman, Samuel Montefiore
Antoine and the Theatre-Libre
Cambridge
Harvard University Press
1926
(Studied entire book)
14.. Zola, Emile
Therese Raquin
Paris
G. Charpentier, Editeur
1882
(Read all)
15.. Contemporary French Drama
Reading and Lecture Course
Graduate School Course
Boston University, 1927-1928
16.. The Romantic Movement
Graduate School Course
Boston University
1926-1927
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